
 

Erasmus+   Evaluation for students  

 

1. How do you think the preparation for this mobility meeting was, and why do 

you think so? 

 

It was good, but there wasn‘t enough time to prepare.  

It was tiring.  

The preperation of the presentation imporved my english skills and enriched my IT 

skills.  

Techers helped a lot! 

 

 

2. In your opinion, what is the best way for a student to prepare for a mobility 

meeting like this? 

Study english and don‘t be shy 

Supporting each other in the group 

Ask former participants about the project. 

Language apps can help 

To research about the host-country and the culture helps.  

 

 

3. How did the communication with students from other countries go before 

this meeting and why? 

It worked out very well via email 

Good, my partner answerd very fast.  

My partner didn‘t respond (2x) 

 

4. How has the communication been at the mobility and why? 

It was very nice!  



The communication was on a high level.  

Much better than the communication before the meeting!  

We talked to everyone 

At the beginning it wasn‘t good. But most students opend up during the trip. (2x) 

Everyone seemed to be friendly and open-minded. 

The pollish students did not talk much with us. They are a bit closed (Moroccum?) 

In general good, but some students were very shy and didn‘t talk much.  

At first we didn‘t talk a lot. However, it changed and at the end we became very 

close! 

It was sometime difficult to speak to german and turkish students. They were shy.  

 

5. How do you like the hotel and the location? 

I loved it. It was nice to see the ocean trough the window! 

It was comftable and I liked the location 

Hotel was great. Sometime the internet didn‘t work.  

Hotel was amazing. Rooms are very pretty. Beutiful view (mountains, harbour) 

Hotel was great, but I would rather stayd in Reykjavik 

 

6. What do you think about the schedule during the visit? 

It was great. Not too much packed. Icelandic boys did show us everything we were 

asking for.  

It was well structured.  

The schedule was fine. Only problem was getting around.  

It was tiring.  

First two days were a little bit boring.  

I wish we would have had more information on the Golden Circle.  

Schedule was well balanced. There was always something to do. 

We could have showed our guests Árbæjarsafn 



 

7. What have you learn in this mobility? How did the mobility change your 

perception about foreign students/ countries? 

I have learned that they are basicly like us! 

I learned a lot about Iceland. Didn‘t know, that Icelanders are so friendly 

I have learned that I can communicate with everyone if I want to. Furthermore I 

always been in favour of equality ad the project allowed me to confirm my opinion.  

 

8. Positive experience in this mobility? 

I have made new friends.  

I fall in love with Iceland.  

The beautiful countryside in Iceland 

We had lot‘s of fun together 

Very nice trips (Golden Circle, FlyOver Iceland...) 

Icelandic are the most communicative, hospitable and social people I have ever met.  

 

9. Negative experience in this mobility? 

None 

Very expensive 

It was hard to come around without a car. / We had to squize many people in one 

car. / Transfer was difficult / much time spent in busses and cars 

Not everyone was open. Some rather stayed in their own groups.  

Too much stress, but it‘s not the projects fault- it‘s just me.  

Internet didn‘t work well in the hotel (2x) 

One week wasn‘t long enough 


